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Fellow Alaskans,
I remind myself that this is not just another day oﬀ work. Today is about the debt we can never repay, but
must never forget.... This image of a four-year old boy at his father's grave speaks volumes.
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May I encourage each and every one of you today to take a quiet moment to honor and thank the fallen
heroes who have made our freedoms in the USA possible? Since the American Revolution, an estimated
1,354,664 Americans have given the ultimate sacrifice: their lives. My heart skips a beat as I think about
it. Each of these precious Americans had full lives and loved ones - and laid it all on the line for you and
me.
We have opportunity; we have freedom; we have choices; we have representation; we have elections; we
have our Constitution and our Bill of Rights; we have a future because of these fallen heroes. Let's be
grateful and give honor where honor is due. From the depths of our beings, let's bow our heads and give
thanks.
If you would like to help a veteran or the family of one of our fallen, please consider supporting one of the
following organizations.
TAPS - Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors
Founded by Alaskan resident Bonnie Carroll following the death of her husband Brigadier General Tom
Carroll in 1992, The Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors (TAPS) oﬀers compassionate care to all
those grieving the loss of a loved one who died while serving in our Armed Forces or as a result of his or
her service. Since 1994, TAPS has provided comfort and hope 24/7 through a national peer support
network and connection to grief resources, all at no cost to surviving families and loved ones. TAPS has
assisted more than 70,000 surviving families, casualty oﬃcers and caregivers.

AHH - Alaska's Healing Hearts
Alaska's Healing Hearts is a national organization started by Alaskan residents James Hasting and Ken
Onion that oﬀers year-round outdoor recreational opportunities for America's brave, wounded warriors
and their families. Rehabilitation activities include fishing, hunting, skiing, rodeo, dog sledding tours and
other outdoor pursuits. AHH works to provide new and challenging options and experiences in an eﬀort
to contribute to the successful social integration for our nation's heroes.
With utmost gratitude for those who sacrificed,
Shelley

Of course, like I hope you do every newsletter, please see the hot topics (Solving the
Fiscal Gap is one not to miss - nor is the Special Session Update). Be sure too to view the
photos to learn more about what's happening - you may even see someone you know
and/or learn about a new development on an issue you're passionate about! Constituent
quotes await you as well - always interesting to know what others are saying.
Remember too my Facebook Live tonight at 7:00 p.m. Yes, we are still having
it! Your questions will be front and center, so please tune in! (And you can scroll to the
bottom to see the last video.)

It was great to hear from Mat-Su residents on Saturday. I hosted a conversation with constituents
with Rep. Johnson, held at the Mat-Su LIO. We were glad to have Rep. Sullivan-Leonard, Rep.
Eastman, and Rep. Mark Neuman join us and participate.
Only fifteen percent (15%) of those who spoke favored taxes. Overwhelmingly residents advised that
the legislature continue to reduce the budget, with some mentioning support for a sales tax down the
road - but if and only if significant reductions are made first.
Rep. Eastman and I beamed in from Juneau (on tv screen in bottom right photo). Due to committee
meetings last week and my nephew graduating from high school in Juneau over the weekend - and
family flying in for that event - I was unfortunately unable to be home in district and in-person.
Fortunately, I was able to attend virtually and listen to the input of the good folks of Mat-Su.

"Our debt to the heroic men and valiant women in service of our country can
never be repaid. They have earned our undying gra;tude. America will never
forget their sacriﬁce." - President Harry Truman

Lisa Vrvilo, a Mat-Su constituent, was selected as the National Distinguished Principal for 2017 by
the Alaska Association of Elementary Principals. The principal of Cottonwood Creek Elementary
School for 10 years, Lisa has exemplified leadership and fostered student achievement at
Cottonwood Creek. Her school has become one of the most sought after schools in the Mat-Su
Borough School District. Nearly 200 students request to attend Cottonwood from outside its
boundaries. Congratulations on this distinguished award, Ms. Vrvilo!
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- A Constituent Quote You Don't Want to Miss “As a resident of Alaska, it is hard to watch the dividends and incomes of
hardworking Alaskans be considered a bailout for a budget deficit. I was active duty
Navy in the 90's when the DOD had to do more with less and so I know it can be
done, when everyone has a common goal of reduction in spending.”

This week the Senate Finance Committee heard invited testimony by Sen. Cathy Giessel for SB79,
a bill sponsored by the governor intended to help curb opioid abuse. It includes a continuing
education requirement for those with prescribing authority, limits prescriptions to 7-days (but allows
the provider to waive this limit for chronic conditions, for hospice and cancer patients, and when
travel distances apply), requires pharmacists to update the prescription database daily, and requires
the department to issue individual prescriber reports to encourage prescribers to self-monitor,
evaluate, and adjust their prescribing practices if needed.
With the rise in opioid addictions, overdoses, and deaths along with the prevalence of crimes
committed by addicts, I understand the interest in making changes, but I also believe the state
medical board, pharmacy board,nursing board, dental board and other boards of prescribers - who
have been working on this issue - are the ones best suited to set the parameters. The bill makes
multiple requirements of providers, including of those who aren't overprescribing; for those who are
overprescribing, the question is, will this bill cause them to change their behavior? This is one of
eight issues the governor put on the special session call. We will be hearing the bill again this week.

Wondering what's happening with a certain bill? A short text alert can keep you
informed. It's easy to sign up. Text a bill number (ex: SB1) to 559-245-2529 to
enroll. You'll receive an enrollment confirmation and instructions on how to stop
receiving the alerts.

My aide, Joshua Banks, attended the AK LNG Project Update at Evangelo's on
Thursday, May 25th. Based on the questions asked, it seems many Alaskans in the
Mat-Su and I share the same concerns about this project at this time. Given our fiscal
challenges, should we be moving forward with a project that does not pencil out?

- A Constituent Quote You Don't Want to Miss “Don’t give in, even if you have to shut down the government. We will survive.”

Sen. Hughes filled in as Sen. Majority leader for the technical floor session on Friday.

- Hot Topic #1 Solving the Fiscal Gap
I ran a similar piece in last week's newsletter but it didn't include the chart and associated
discussion nor did it mention the need for a constitutional spending cap or include the list of
reduction ideas I suggest here.

The fiscal situation is serious but solvable. It in itself is an opportunity to get it right to re-examine what our state government should and shouldn't be, to re-consider our
needs versus our wants, to re-evaluate what is constitutionally required as opposed
to what is nice or helpful. The House Majority and Governor Walker want new taxes
implemented and old taxes raised but my question to you is, should the state
government really be coming to you with its hand out now asking for more?
I admit I'm somewhat of an outlier in the legislature right now because I believe there
are options available to us without resorting to an income tax and without reducing
PFD checks. Some don't want to see "a good crisis go to waste" but I'm not
convinced we're in a crisis when we have $16+ billion in savings and an overall
operating budget (counting all fund sources) that is far from "bare bones" as some
are inaccurately portraying it.
You can see clearly by this chart that although we've trimmed down unrestricted
general fund (UGF) spending (the portion in blue) in our operating budget the last
few years, we've successfully increased federal, designated, and other fund
categories. Are you surprised to see below that for the current fiscal year we're in
right now (FY17), agency operation budgets are slightly higher than last year? I
know I was when I first saw this chart. I don't call that a crisis and can't label it a
"dire" and "bare bones" dilemma.

So in two ways, we're NOT in a crisis: 1) the sky is not falling as far as our reserves;
and 2) we're not at bare bones in our departments - there's still room to reduce the
operating budget. This begs the question: is it right for the legislature to come for
your wallet at this time? I don't believe it is.
We have a spending problem not a revenue problem. We spend 4x more than what
Idaho spends per person. The truth is, we can still make multiple, sensible
reductions without sacrificing essential services. (And, btw, I don't expect us to get
down to the level of Idaho, because Idaho’s local governments provide services that
we in Alaska rely on the state to provide.) So how do I know we’d be okay as far as
still being able to provide essential services after further reductions? Accounting for
population changes and inflation - so in today's dollars - we are spending about $1
billion more than we were when Gov. Knowles exited office in 2002. We were fine
then and we’d be fine now (healthcare costs are higher now so this is one item we’d
need to factor).
Along with the reductions, we need to update our constitutional spending cap with an
inflation and population adjustment mechanism so we don’t find ourselves back in
the same boat in the future.
We can do that without draining our reserves. Because our small population can
only bear so much, we can’t close the gap mathematically without more reductions.
If we do what Connecticut did in the 1990’s – institute an income tax before
reductions – we can expect an out-migration and downturn like they had, except
worse. Why worse? 1) We’re already in a recession and pulling money from the
private economy will deepen and prolong it according to the experts; and 2) we’d
move from #8 to the #1 costliest state for residents, so the out-migration of
productive workers and retired folks would be greater than what has happened in
other states – and the economic chain reaction would be ugly.
So what is my proposal?
To fill the fiscal gap while we make reductions, we’ll need to use some reserves.
Don’t panic. We won’t drain them. Please note (as mentioned earlier) that we have
$16+ billion in readily accessible reserves and tens of billions more in other assets.
Without changing the PFD calculation and without touching the principle, we can use
some of the interest income (earnings reserves) from the Permanent Fund. Based
on arithmetic and the shortfall we’re working to shrink, we’ll need to use some of that
earnings reserves going forward. Again, we can do this without wiping out our
savings. The remainder of my proposal includes the following points:
1. Economists have advised we take 3 years to close the gap to avoid a crash
landing (particularly important when we're already officially in a recession). Let’s take
their advice.
2. Use some earning reserves, without changing the PFD calculation, to help close
the gap.
3. Adjust (lower) the constitutional spending limit.
4. Reduce* this year and next and in the third year reduce again
then reassess. (*Following this article is a list of actions we can take to further
reduce the cost of state government.)
5. After reductions to better align the budget and size of government with the
delivery of essential services and what we can afford – and depending on where oil
prices land – if there's still a gap, let’s consider a sales tax. A sales tax would take
the least out of Alaskans' pockets, the most from out-of-staters, and according to
experts, cause the least collateral damage to the economy in both the short and long
term. By including both goods and services and excluding groceries and medicines,
a sales tax is actually quite fair.
So that is what I believe is the best course forward. Who’s with me?
**********
The following list includes some actions we can take to further reduce the cost of state
government. It is not an exhaustive list, but a good starting point.

Hire a large team of efficiency auditors to comb through department and
program budgets and make objective recommendations for reductions to the
finance committees over the next 3 years, so finance members aren’t just
hearing from commissioners and deputy commissioners (who understandably
– it’s human nature – want to protect their turf).

Pool health insurance (state, municipalities, school districts) to bring down
rates.

Hiring freeze; any replacement would require legislative approval (worked well
in Wisconsin).

Rework state payscale, ranges, etc. of state employees. We need to look
beyond current contracts and do what we can.

Eliminate some and reduce other optional Medicaid services (some states offer
none or few – and yet we’re offering all); eliminate Medicaid expansion for
working age, non-disabled adults.

Scale back Dept. of Health and Social Services to level of service provided in
2002. Rework the safety net system so it’s temporary rather than generational.

Continue education transformation work to increase scores and reduce costs
(combine admin work of small districts, utilize 2-way virtual education where
possible, etc.) with simultaneous reductions or at minimum flat state funding.

Reduce state spending per student for university down to $12k-$13K per
student (next closest state is $9K per student) – we’re around $20K per
student now.

In case you've not heard, the project to reconstruct part of KGB Road is still going forward and is
currently in the final stages of the design phase. It will be important to stay in the loop with this
project, as I know it will impact many of us in the Mat-Su. Show above are residents speaking with
DOT employees about the impacts of the project during an open house held last Tuesday.

A map with a portion of the project to reconstruct part of KGB Road with some written comments and
suggestions from residents that attended last Tuesday's open house.

- Hot Topic #2 - Special Session Issue Update and

- Shelley's Proposal to Wrap up the Special Session
Before I review the eight items on the special session call with you, I'd like to
respond to those who are urging the House and Senate to work together. I'd
like to propose to you how I think we can best work together and wrap up the
special session.
The House is dead set on new taxes and the Senate is adamantly opposed to
new taxes. Hard to find compromise there. Some in the House and some in the
Senate want the Permanent Fund restructured and PFDs reduced and some
only want these things if taxes are passed, while others in the House and
others in the Senate don't want any of these things. Again, tough to find
compromise with this tangled web of positions.
There is, however, one thing that both chambers agree we must do - and
perhaps even all 60 legislators (imagine that!): use some earnings reserves for
the very first time to pay for government. That is our point of consensus. That
is our point of agreement. That is the very axis where we intersect, where we
all can agree. Let's wrap up this session by together making the decision to
use some earnings reserves for the first time to help fill the gap. No
restructure. No PFD reduction. Just use some of the earnings reserves for the
first time to help pay for state government.
So that's my proposal on how to end the special session. Who's with me?
Now for an overview of the eight items on the call.... Unlike the regular session, we
can only deal with bills for which the session was called. Below is a list of the
items the governor put on the call and where we are with each one.
1. HB 57 Operating Budget – Conference Committee
The budget conference committee held a short organizational meeting, but the chair,
Rep. Paul Seaton, has not reconvened the committee to reconcile the differences
between the House and Senate versions of the budget. If the differences are not
worked out by June 1, the governor will issue pink slips to state employees; to avoid
a government shutdown, the bill will need to pass prior to July 1. Members of the
committee are Rep. Seaton (Chair - lead), Rep. Foster, Rep. Pruitt, Sen. Hoffman
(Chair), Sen. MacKinnon, and Sen. Olson.
2. HB 59 Mental Health Budget – Conference Committee
The bill is part of the operating budget and is also in conference committee. It is typical for this
bill to be reconciled and move forward alongside the operating budget bill. Members of the

committee are Rep. Seaton (Chair - lead), Rep. Foster, Rep. Pruitt, Sen. Hoffman
(Chair), Sen. MacKinnon, and Sen. Olson.
3. SB 26 Permanent Fund Restructuring – Conference Committee
The conference committee members for SB 26 has been selected by both the
House and Senate, but they have yet to meet. Members are Sen. MacKinnon (Chair
- lead), Sen. Egan, Rep. Foster (Chair), Rep. Seaton, and Rep. Thompson.
4. HB 111 Oil Tax Credits – Headed to Conference Committee
The House and Senate agreed to end the use of refundable (cash) credits for oil and
gas companies, but the House insists on increasing how much companies pay in
taxes. The Senate did not agree with this portion and so this bill will be going to a
conference committee. The House has selected their committee members (Rep.
Tarr (Chair - lead), Rep. Josephson, and Rep. Talerico) and I anticipate the Senate
doing the same soon.
5. SB 23 Capital Budget – In House Finance Committee
On May 12, the Senate passed the Capital Budget and the bill is in the House
Finance Committee who had hearings two weeks ago but has not held any hearings
since. The Senate created a budget that is much leaner than in the past, but there is
concern that the House will add more projects and increase the budget. If this
occurs, this bill could too end up in a conference committee.
6. HB 60 and SB 25 Motor Fuel Tax – In House and Senate Finance Committees
Both versions are in their respective Finance Committees and though there will likely
be hearings soon, there have not been any announcements made.
7. HB 159 and SB 79 Opioid Prescriptions – In Senate Finance Committee
HB 159 passed the House last Monday and was transferred to the Senate. The
Senate Finance Committee has had three hearings on SB 79 recently but since the
House version is further along in the process, it will likely be the version considered
by the Senate.
8. Broad Based Tax – Bill yet to be Filed
The Governor has included in the session call “An act or acts to increase an existing
tax or to establish a new broad-based tax for the purpose of generating new
revenues for the State.” No bill has been proposed since the special session began
that fits this description but it's possible the governor will introduce another income
tax bill or a sales tax bill. The Education PFD Raffle bill by Sen. Bishop (SB78) may
fit this category. It passed the Senate and is sitting in House Finance.
PLEASE NOTE: We are still under the "24 Hour Rule" which allows committee
meetings to be scheduled just a day in advance. As things progress each week, I
will update this list, but to receive the most up-to-date information you can sign up
for text alerts (see below) or can click on the links for each bill within this newsletter.
If you want to stay on top of the scheduling, a short text alert can keep you informed.
It's easy to sign up. Text a bill number (ex: SB1) to 559-245-2529 to enroll. You'll
receive an enrollment confirmation and instructions on how to stop receiving the
alerts.

Legislation Update
Bills I'm Sponsoring
Click on bill number for more info. Detailed
descriptions are also available in previous
editions of newsletters which you can find
here.

***Please note that due to the close of the
regular legislative session, the earliest any of
the following bills (which have not yet
passed) will see action will be January 2018
when the legislature reconvenes in regular
session.***

SB6 — “Industrial Hemp
Production” — The bill had
its second hearing in House
Finance two weeks ago but
was not moved out of
committee nor scheduled
for a floor vote prior to the
end of the regular session.
This means the bill will not
be passed in 2017. When
the next regular session
begins in January 2018, I
am hopeful the bill will
move to the House floor for
a vote.
SB16— “Digital Assets
Act”— Even though my
office began work on this
bill last August, the House
version of the bill leapt
ahead and passed. (My
office provided the
language to Rep. Claman
about 3 months ago, so I'm
happy with the language in
his HB108 obviously!) I
carried HB108 on the floor
and am proud to say that it
passed the Senate
unanimously. It awaits the
governor's signature.
SB32 — “Interchangeable
Biological Products” — The
House Finance Committee
held an initial hearing on
the bill. We await
scheduling for a second
hearing and public
testimony. Because the
regular session has ended,
the earliest this can now
occur is January 2018.
SB96 — "Alaska Education
Transformation Act"
— Senate Education
Committee Bill Relating to
Education and School
Districts is in the Senate
Finance Committee. I am
hopeful SB96 will continue
to move through the
committee process in 2018.
SCR4 — "Task Force on
Unmanned Aircraft
Systems" — Passed
unanimously both the
House and Senate, and
awaits the governor's
signature.
SB111 — "Alaska State
Defense Force Powers" —
Introduced and assigned to
State Affairs and Finance
Committees. I am hopeful
SB111 will receive hearings
in January.
SB119 — "Alaska Health
Care Consumers Right to
Shop Act" - Introduced and
assigned to Labor and
Commerce as well as
Finance. I am hopeful
SB119 will receive hearings
in January.

Your District F Team: (l to r) Rep.
DeLena Johnson (House District
11), Sen. Shelley Hughes (Senate
District F), Rep. Cathy Tilton (House
District 12).

- A Constituent
Question You Don't
Want to Miss TWO VIEWS
I hear more like the first, but it's only
right and fair and transparent to let
you know I do hear some like the
second!

"Sorry you have to stay longer.
No to any new taxes, and still no
messing with the Permanent
Fund and the PFD. Cut
spending." and "Our state must
live within its budgetary
constraints. We need a
constitutional balanced budget
amendment that does not allow
for deficit spending!" and "Hang
in there for us, and stand your
ground!"
"Why is the Senate refusing to
adequately address the
significant budget deficit, that in
fact, they are responsible for?
Complete inaction for two
years." and "I support the House
proposals. An income tax is the
fairest way to in insure that the
non resident workers also
contribute." and "You aren't
interested in addressing
anything but your own agenda."

Serving You on
Committees
Please note that the only committees
on which I serve that are active
currently - to deal with key legislation
- are 1) Senate Resources (to deal
with the oil tax bill), 2) Senate Labor
& Commerce (to deal with the
income tax bill), and 3) Senate
Finance (to deal with two bills just
mentioned as their second
committee of referral).
Senate Finance — Member
Senate Resources — Member
Senate Education — Member
Senate Labor and Commerce
— Vice-Chair
Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Legislative Task Force — CoChair
Joint Armed Services —
Member

Serving You on
Finance Subcommittees
The subcommittees have ''closed
out" for now and the FY2018 budget
is currently awaiting finalization in a
joint conference committee. My seat
on these subcommittees, however,
continues through next year, so if
you have ideas for efficiencies,
reductions, and improvements in any
of these areas, don't hesitate letting
me know.
Department of Education and
Early Development
Department of Law

Click here to like and follow the
Alaska Senate Labor &
Commerce Committee
Facebook Page.

Department of Administration
Department of Transportation
and Public Facilities

For information on bills I'm
co-sponsoring, click here.

For additional information related
to Senate Education and Senate Labor
& Commerce, contact my excellent aide:
Joshua.Banks@akleg.gov

For information on bills
filed by others, click here.

For additional information related
to Senate Resources and Senate
Finance, contact my amazing
aide: Buddy.Whitt@akleg.gov

- Let Your Voice Be Heard - Participate in Public Testimony Public testimony is available for every bill heard in a committee. Follow bills
you have interest in on the Alaska State Legislature Page. To testify, go to your
local Legislative Information Office (LIO) which you can find here. If you are
unable to testify, written testimony can also be submitted by sending an email
to the committee.

Public testimony times on bills
that might interest you:
Find it here!
For budget bills, tax bills, and Permanent Fund bills in the Finance Committees, please arrive 15
minutes early for sign-in process, and please arrive 15 minutes prior to the end of the allotted
time or testimony may close early. Public testimony may be limited to two minutes per person, so
it's best to prepare concise comments.

Join Shelley to ask questions and give your input
on Facebook Live every Monday evening at
www.facebook.com/AKShelleyHughes.
Watch tonight at 7pm!
Facebook Live Video From May 22:
(Tune in again tonight for the latest.)
TELLING IT LIKE IT IS FROM JUNEAU
#NoFilter

TIPS TO STAY IN THE LOOP
More important than ever!
TIP #1: The Alaska State Legislature web site is the place to track bills, locate and contact your
legislators (session), and access committee information. Questions? Try the help wizard or call 1-800478-4648.
TIP #2: SMS Bill Tracking! Once you know what bill(s) you want to monitor, here’s a convenient way to
track what’s happening. Text any bill number (ex: SB1) to 559-245-2529 to enroll in text alerts for that
particular piece of legislation. You’ll receive an enrollment confirmation as well as instructions on how to
unsubscribe.
TIP #3: How to Get in Touch with Shelley! Give our office a call at (907)465-3743 or send an email to
Sen.Shelley.Hughes@akleg.gov.
If you are looking to get in contact with a specific legislative aide:
Buddy Whitt - District Director, Legislation
(907)465-5265 - Buddy.Whitt@akleg.gov
Joshua Banks - Research, Legislation
(907)376-3725 - Joshua.Banks@akleg.gov

Best,
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